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b l o o d l e t t e r s
f r o m

t h e

e d i t o r

This is a beginning and an end.
It is the end of a journey that began over the summer, when
Emily Young and I rst exhumed the idea of The Quiet Ones. At that
time, we didn’t quite know what we wanted it to be or, more accurately,
we wanted it to be everything. Most of all, we wanted The Quiet Ones to
be a place for atmospheric scares, the sort of ‘camp re’ stories that get
told with ashlights pressed up against chins, and we wanted to uplift
the voices of writers who haven’t quite found their homes. Encouraged
by the rise of the diverse small presses and digital zines that have come
before us, we sent out the call for submissions, and found ourselves
overjoyed and humbled with the enthusiastic and welcoming response
that call received. This double-sized debut issue is the end of that
summer journey, the closure of that call and, most of all, a thank you to
everyone who saw us raise our ag and shared the work of their hearts
with us.
This is also a beginning. The rst of what we hope to be many more
volumes to come, and not just in the form of free digital zines. True, we
wanted The Quiet Ones to be everything. We saw it as a small press, a
print anthology and, yes, a digital magazine. With your continued
support, it may yet be all those things and more.

With gratitude,
David Fey
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Co-Executive Editor

a n a

d r i v e

e l l i c k s o n

Lacy Paquao was not afraid.
Not when the taxi driver screamed.
Not when he leapt from the driver’s seat, stumbled in his ipops, and disappeared under the heaving branches of a behemoth g
tree.
The car door quaked in the cold night; then, stilled.
“Uh, excuse me?” Lacy hollered to no one in particular. West
Montecito Drive stretched before her, a dark void except for Highway
101 that ran parallel. Headlights streaked through the concrete slabs
like saints clamoring to soar home.
The engine gave a soft rumble.
Lacy sighed.
Stepped out of the taxi.
Smoothed the crinkles in her silk pencil skirt.
Listened for another scream.
Heard nothing, except the swish of cars and crickets chirping in
the guineagrass.
Lacy tucked her black skirt neatly before slipping into the
driver’s seat.
It didn’t matter that she’d arrived back from a funeral tonight -
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her mother’s, to be exact. Black was her constant companion. It made it
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m o n t e c i t o

so she didn’t have to think about clothes. Or wrinkles. Or anything at
all.
She left the door open and waited a moment, as if it might
summon the taxi driver back now that she’d claimed his chariot. He
certainly wouldn’t be receiving a tip as far as Lacy was concerned,
whether he returned or not. Numbness crept into her hands and toes.
She waited.
The seat smelled like sweat and tobacco and half-chewed
peppercorns. Her short legs could barely touch the pedals, so she
scooched two clicks forward. There; who needed a taxi driver anyway?
She stared down the inky sideroad, shadows from the g leaves faintly
re ecting the moonlight. The leaves were heart-shaped faces bursting
with veins. She once heard them called “strangler gs.” They started as
air plants and grew roots that eventually touched the ground.
Lacy had felt like that for so long.
Her roots dangling midair.
With nowhere to touch down.
Well, then. She wasn’t going to wait around all night for the
driver to return.
Lacy had done enough of that already - an endless array of
taxis and train rides to reach her mother’s funeral far up north, only to
turn right around and come back home. Left before her Filipino family
could recite their hundreds of Hail Mary’s through the night. They
didn’t bother hiding their pursed lips, their whispers of how this
American girl knew no respect. She’d touched her mother’s stony
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cheek. But, what did any of that matter now? Her mother was food for

worms. Who cared whether the Hail Mary’s were whispered or dreamt
or screamed at the top of her lungs.
Lacy adjusted the rearview mirror, toggled it just right until Two red eyes stared back.
Long oil-spill hair cascaded down the front of the woman’s
white dress.
Lacy’s heart hammered up an octave, barely breaking through
the heavy dose of Klonopin she’d taken to survive the funeral and the
train ride home.
She reached her hand into her purse.
Pulled out a lipstick.
Painted her lips Obsession Red, using the rearview mirror to
steady her hand.
All while the ghost looked on.
“Want some?” Lacy said. “It’ll bring out the red in your eyes.”
At this, the ghost quirked an eyebrow that made the bleeding
wounds in her face stretch and gape.
And the ghost said nothing.
“Your loss,” Lacy said.
Loss, loss, loss. The word echoed between her ears. She let the
Klonopin smooth the word into a whisper, smooth it into nothing but a
low hiss. Her hands slid down the steering wheel, and she breathed in
a peppercorn scent. The cup holder was lled with the black seeds the
driver must have rolled through his mouth, crunched and spat out. She
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took an untouched one, ran it under her tongue to check if she was still

alive. It tasted bitter until it crunched between her molar with a burst of
peppery spice.
She could drive.
Maybe.
She could mostly feel her feet.
Maybe she should have taken one less Klonopin?
She glanced at the ghost in the rearview mirror. The White Lady
gazed into the branches as if maybe the driver’s body was strangled in
the shadows. A sharp hunger tangled in her eyes.
“Is this the part where you tell me your story?” Lacy said.
The ghost didn’t move, but Lacy felt ngers graze the back of
her neck, frozen against her burning skin. It pierced through her
Klonopin shield for a second. Only a second. It was enough to make
her inch.
“My mom grew up in the Philippines. She’d tell me urban
legends about the White Lady of Balete Drive. Do you know her? I
mean, not my mom; the White Lady?”
The ghost glanced away, her face so close now that Lacy didn’t
need to look in the mirror to see the bruises outlining her ghostly
cheeks. Black wavy hair darted into the periphery of her vision. An icy
breath grazed across her earlobe.
Lacy’s numb ngers dug into the pile of peppercorns and let
them fall on her lap before ever touching her lips.
She could hit the gas.
Tear out of here.
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This haunted Montecito Drive.

So close to home that she could almost feel the pillow against
her cheek like dropping down into dirt.
But, what scared her more than the ghost, the strangling g,
the broken glass hidden in the guineagrass, was the simple fact that
she didn’t care enough to scream.
Or run.
Or put down roots.
The ghost ran from her then, red eyes dimming like leaves
starved in the darkness.
Lacy almost chased her.
The White Lady screaming.
Maybe as a ghost Lacy would nally feel something - revenge,
betrayal, scorn. Anything at all.
She pressed her foot into the gas pedal, driving into the dim
light of tomorrow.
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Lacy Paquao was not afraid.

p u p p e t

a n d

m a r i a n n e

f r e d e r i c k
m u r p h y

I am a puppet. I do not have a name. I used to have a name. I
live on your neighbor’s shelf. He used to be my neighbor, too. I watch
the kids go to school. I watch the parents go to work. I have been alive
for a very long time. I love being alive. I used to be dead. I love you. I
love everybody. I am always glad.
This is Frederick. He is a button. He lives on my overalls. He
talks to me when nobody is home.
“Are you having a good day, Puppet?”
“Yes, Frederick.”
I love Frederick very much. He is like my brother. And you are
like my child. Frederick and I talk about you every day. We love you. We
love everybody. We love being alive. We are always glad.
Last week, your neighbor was dusting my shelf. Your neighbor
is very clumsy. I fell. Your neighbor did not notice I fell.
I stared at the oor for a long, long time. I forgot what it was
like to see the couch or the door or the sky or the kids going to school.
I forgot I had eyes. And then I forgot about Frederick. And then I forgot
I was Puppet. It was like being dead. Except puppets cannot die.
But then, yesterday. Glorious yesterday! When you came to
help your neighbor with chores. You found me. I heard you walking to
me and I was so glad. I recognized your shoes from when I watch you.
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You walk-walk-walked to me on the dusty oor. Then you picked me up

and I saw you and you saved me. You got the dust off my face and
tongue. But I can still taste the dust. It tastes dusty and bad. It tastes like
when I was born. But the taste makes me glad because I am always
glad.
I am glad to be back on the shelf again. I am glad to see the
window and the sun. I am glad to see you and your friends go to
school. You look like you are alive. I hope you visit me again soon. I
think we are friends. I watch you and I watch you and I know you. So, I
know you will like me! I know you will want to move onto the shelf with
me and Frederick.
You will love me. You will love everybody. You will always be
glad.

i do not want to be a ghost
a l e x

b r o w n

My father was a ghost before he died.
He haunted our home, lling the space between its walls with
his wails and groans. His sighs that sounded just like wood creaking.
His indignation that things didn’t turn out the way he wanted them to.
That they took turns he didn’t anticipate and couldn’t recover from.
So, instead, he turned to alcohol.
So, instead, he turned away from us.
My mother is a ghost and still alive.
She haunts our home, lling the space between its walls with
sobs and screams. Her curses condemn my father for abandoning us.
For leaving us in this sad, empty house all alone and without him. Not
that he was good company when he was here. Still. Company is
company.
And then there’s me.
I am not dead. Or alive. Or a ghost. I’m somewhere in-between.
A soul trapped in a body, doomed to roam around our peeling walls
and shattered lives without a wail or a groan or a sob or a scream. I
have to pretend everything is ne, even when it’s not.
Especially when it’s not.
If I don’t, then the same monster that took him will come for
me, too. It did the same with everyone else in his family. There was no
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reason I should be an exception.

my father’s cof n and plucked out one of his ribs because it needed a
toothpick. And it would do this, over and over, ripping out parts of him
that were convenient and leaving nothing but emptiness in their place,
because what was my father, if not a means to an end?
And then there were nights where I dreamed the monster did
the same to me.
Because what am I, if not the continuation of everything he left
un nished?
The monster stood by my bed. Sank its sharp claws into my
chest, sliding through my skin as smoothly as a knife through butter.
Wrapping its long ngers around my heart. Squeezing it until tears
lled my eyes - not to kill me, but to show me what it could do. What it
was capable of.
As if I’d needed a demonstration.
(I didn’t, but the monster kept going.)
It would release my heart with a satis ed chuckle. Exhale a stale
and putrid puff of air on my face. Ruf e my hair before its long ngers
drifted back over my chest. Hovering.
Waiting.
And then it was like a knife through butter all over again. But
this time, the knife was jagged; not smooth. And my skin was tough.
Reluctant. It fought against the monster but was no match for its claws.
I wanted to wail or groan or sob or scream, but I couldn’t.
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So I pretended everything was ne.
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Sometimes, I had nightmares where the monster reached into

The monster’s long ngers wrapped around each of my ribs,
cracking them. Breaking them. It tore one out of my chest, raising the
point over my heart.
This is how it was always going to end, I’d think, as the monster
plunged a pointy piece of my rib - the sharp sliver of my rib - into my
heart. My lungs. My liver. Every organ I needed to live, destroyed.
Ruined.
And then I’d wake up.
There were times where I wondered if my father had the same
dream. Maybe that was the reason for some of his wails and groans.
Why he couldn’t sleep at night, so he made sure we couldn’t sleep,
either. And, if his nightmares were my nightmares, did the rest of his
family have them as well?
Was the monster consistent in how it haunted us, or did it dig
deep down into our souls and nd the thing that frightened us most?
It must have known what would make us surrender. Because,
one by one, we did.
Every member of my father’s family had been killed by the
monster.
And now, there’s no one left but me.
Well, that’s not completely true. Mother lives here, too, but like I
said before, she’s a ghost. She’s alive, but only just. She’s not haunted
by the monster because it loves his family’s blood and not hers - but
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she’s haunted by everything else.

The broken promises. The things left unsaid. The arguments.
The burden of being alone. The pieces of a puzzle she’ll never be able
to put back together. The questions she’ll never get answers to.
And, of course, me.
I do not want to haunt my mother. But, then again, I suppose
she also does not want to haunt me. Perhaps the same could be said
about my father. Though, I suppose, we’ll never be able to ask him.
Maybe that’s for the best.
There’s one way to end all of this. To put a stop to the
hauntings, once and for all.
I’m going to face the monster. And I’m going to kill it.
I don’t know if I’ll be successful. No one in my family has ever
tried. The monster never gave them the chance.
I hope that Mother can forgive me if I go to face the monster
and don’t return. If I stare it down. Hold its eerie red gaze. Refuse to
blink or look away, even when every muscle in my body - every piece
of sense woven into my existence - is telling me to run as far and fast as
I can. Instead of running, I’ll raise a knife that I hope will cut through its
skin as smooth as it cuts through butter and plunge the blade into its
heart just like it tried to do to me.
I hope that Mother can forgive me if I face the monster and
return.
I worry that, if I survive, I won’t be myself. Not who I was before.
Not someone better.
Someone different.

away from us.
Maybe I’d give Mother another reason to haunt our home,
lling the space between its walls with her sobs and screams.
I don’t want that. I refuse to be another item on the long list of
things she’ll never be able to understand. Of disasters and bad luck
and curses that couldn’t be broken.
I love my mother. I do. But I also do not want to become her.
Someone who makes her home in an illusion. She talks herself into
being happy, even when she’s miserable. She haunts our home,
pretending everything is ne.
But she’s wrong. Pretending never got us anywhere.
All it ever did was turn us into ghosts.
I do not want to be a ghost.
There’s always the chance that, despite my best efforts, I’ll
become one.
If that happens - if I haunt our home - I will not lie. I will not
pretend that everything is ne.
I’ll be an honest ghost.
Hopefully, I won’t have to worry about that.
Hopefully, my plan works, and this time tomorrow we won’t
have any more ghosts or monsters or fathers to worry about.
But in case it doesn’t, please know that I tried my best.
That there was nothing anyone could do.
Hopefully, I face the monster and win.
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Hopefully, it doesn’t come to that.
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Maybe someone like my father, who turned to alcohol, and

But in case it does, please know that I will nd a way to end this.
One way or another.

My father was a ghost before he died.
My mother is a ghost and still alive.
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And then there’s me.

h a l l o w e e n
a n d r e w

h a h n

I listened to the song
you shared over breakfast, the one that makes
you cry. I think you might be
trying to tell me something,
like there was a Halloween your family dressed
you as a witch - with pointed
hat and wand - and chased you
like angry townspeople lled with righteous spirits,
out of town, through
a stretch of forest, through the graveyard, passing over the deep plot
with your name in the stone.
It’s because you’re what the Internet
describes as “tender.”
I know what it feels like, the nal moment
in the snare, the sharp hands of a Father
strangling out his disappointment.
A lung collapsing in the woods doesn’t make
a sound when the people’s praise shakes the trees.
You are magic : You drank the potion
of Christblood, torn Gospel pages, and unleavened bread
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that you too may rise again.

t h e

g i f t

e m i l y

y o u n g

All houses come with gifts. At least, for Margo.
In the pink house near the bay, when she was six: A sword in
the attic. In the apartment over the spicy chicken restaurant, when she
was twelve: A fake gemstone under the oven. In college: A joint in the
closet.
This house was no different. Except instead of a sword or a
gem or a joint, it came with a boy. He liked pranks. On her second
night, Margo found letters seared into her granite countertop. All
scrambled. She spent the next day with wine and anagrams and sage.
But she never knew what it spelled.
The washing machine sang out a child’s nursery rhyme
whenever she tried to use it. The TV would only play Looney Tunes.
Such jokes! A funny house.
The rst time she saw him, he was not quite there. An electric
blue icker on the wall. And then, he was standing in the dimness of
the hall. A boy. Little. A little boy with uffy hair and scraped knees.
A gift.
He was just like other children. He liked mac and cheese. He
liked cartoons. He was afraid of the dark. He was afraid of spilling into
the dark, of spooling down the bannisters, of losing himself in the
shadow of the closet. He cried at night. She bought him a Scooby Doo
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nightlight.

What is?
The dark.

She bought herself a Scooby Doo nightlight.
He was afraid of being erased. Sometimes, when he looked at
her, his eyes were empty. Not quite eyes. Sometimes, when he held her
hand, his ngers made the wrong shape. Not quite ngers. Sometimes
he did a scuttling thing that scared her but it was only because he’d
scattered himself.
Remember that you are a thing with eyes, she told him.
Remember that you are a thing with hands. That worked.
Sometimes.
Sometimes he would appear at the side of her bed and she
would think, he is not really a little boy. Sometimes, when she rocked
him back to sleep, she would think, he is a thing in the shape of a child.
All the time, she reminded herself that houses come with gifts.
He was a gift-shaped thing. Not all gifts are easy. The sword once
nicked her and she bled.
She made him macaroni and cheese and he ate it, or it
vanished. A trick of the light. An empty plate. An empty boy.
It would have been simpler if this house had come with a $10
bill in the second bedroom, or a beer in the fridge, or a friendly spider
in the shower. It would have been so much easier if the lights didn’t
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icker whenever he was frustrated, and the doors didn’t slam on their
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It’s already inside me, he said.

own, and the ladybug wallpaper in that second bedroom didn’t bead
up like drops of blood.

It’s time for me to move, she thought, but she couldn’t. Nobody
would be there to give him a nightlight or remind him about his eyes or
make him mac and cheese.
He never grew older. She did.
Sometimes she thought about saying, it’s time for you to move
on, but he told her about the beetles and the dark and the pricking at
his seams and so she said, you’ll stay, I’ll stay.
She put a new bulb in the nightlight. She reminded him, you
are a thing with a mother.
She reminded herself, you are a gift-shaped thing.
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(a conversation with Nova Ren Suma)*
by Emily Young

Nothing gets me in the mood for
spooky season better than a Nova Ren
Suma story. Her latest novel, A Room
Away from the Wolves, has been
appropriately called “shiver-inducingly
delicious” by the New York Times — the
kind of book you want to read half
under the covers, with a glass of warm
apple cider by your bed. A bestselling
author of young adult novels and a
two-time Edgar Award
nalist, Nova
is also the
co-editor
of the
recent
anthology
FORESHADOW:
Stories to
Celebrate the
Magic of Reading
& Writing YA,
published by
Algonquin in Fall 2020.

*This interview
has been edited
for length and
clarity

I had the honor of taking two of Nova’s workshops and ghost-hunting
with her on the supposedly haunted campus of Vermont College of
Fine Arts, where she teaches creative writing. Be sure to check out her
work and her upcoming workshops at www.novaren.com. For our
debut issue, I’m delighted to have had the chance to chat with Nova
about everything from her favorite writing prompts to late-night
ghostly encounters. . .

EY: What are some of your favorite ghost stories?

NRS: The Haunting of Hill House by Shirley Jackson. The reason I love
that book so much is because I feel like it gives us the fear before you
see anything frightening. The fear of what might be there, for me, has
always been the most terrifying part of a ghost story, or living life, you
know?

There's this one scene in the book where Eleanor is sleeping in a
bedroom with her friend Theodora, and it's dark. They’re in separate
beds across the room. She feels like she's holding her friend's hand.
There’s this moment where she’s like, we were scared, we heard sounds
in the hallway, we’re holding hands. And then she realizes she is not
holding her friend's hand, because her friend is across the room. Then
there’s this line that says: ‘God God, whose hand was I holding?’ It just
stuck with me because that's the kind of thing that terri es me. I don't
need to see the ghost. I can imagine all the terrible things around the
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ghost.

EY: One of the things I really love about your novel Imaginary Girls
is that there's so much beneath the surface. We never fully see it,
which is so much scarier because then we can picture whatever it
is that scares us the most.

NRS: A lot of people have really vivid, wild imaginations and can insert
their own terror, their own personal fears into something. I would never
want to take that away from a reader. I love when people ll in the
blanks. What’s in somebody's own personal jar of horrors is always
going to be so much more scary than if I over-described the monster
that I see.

EY: There’s always a cost to enjoying horror because I do get very
scared.

NRS: We’re currently renting a three-story row house in Philadelphia.
It's an old house. And while we live in this house, because I have
trouble sleeping, I can't watch any horror movies or television shows.
So I have this long list of all these things - when we move out of this
house, I'll get to watch all these things, because I know if I watch them
now, my imagination will absolutely run away with me.

EY: Is there something about the house that makes you suspect it
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might be haunted?

NRS: This is a confession. My imagination runs a little wild in places
with staircases. It's the walking up the stairs, thinking someone's
behind you on the staircase. I think it's because we moved around a lot
when I was a kid, and I would be running up the stairs really fast
thinking there was something behind me. I think what affects you when
you were a child, what frames you when you're a child - often you carry
a little piece of that with you.

EY: I lived in an apartment where one day I walked into the kitchen
and there was like, lettering on the wooden countertop. I didn't
remember it ever being there. And everyone who had been in the
apartment had never noticed it before either. It looked like it was
etched in, all these jumbled-up letters. So I had to be very careful
in that apartment not to watch anything scary.

NRS: Oh, wow. That's a wonderful, terrifying little ghost story. I just got
a shiver from that.

EY: Two of your novels that contain haunted houses, 17 and Gone
and A Room Away from the Wolves, feature compelling settings.
Do you have any tips for writing a compelling haunted house?

NRS: I teach at Vermont College of Fine Arts. One of the thesis students
that I worked with, Elizabeth Hooks, did a wonderful lecture and really
in-depth study on revealing character truths and secrets through
haunted houses. A haunted house wouldn't hit the same way if it wasn’t

seen through the eyes of someone who's going through some kind of
personal struggle, re ected in the house. When that happens, then the
setting really comes alive. I wonder if maybe because my own work is
so character focused, it feels like a haunted house couldn't be written
without rst having the character who's connected to that haunting.

EY: What are some of the challenges of writing something spooky
without resorting to gore?

NRS: The best way to do this, for me, is working with an unreliable
narrator and thinking about the questions: Is this really happening? Is
this psychological? Is this an actual ghost encounter? Does my
character have a grip on reality, and how loose is that grip? When you
get into the psychological horror and that feathery, slippery edge
where you can't tell the difference - that’s the part where you can
actually nd real terror. It doesn't need to have fangs and blood and
murderers with knives to be frightening when you're dealing with the
human mind.

EY: I like the tone of your novels, because I feel like really good
horror (or a story that is tinged with horror) should be cathartic. It
should keep us on the edge of our seat and terrify us. But at the
same time, it should be a safe place to have that cathartic
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experience.

NRS: I think I gravitate toward writing this kind of story because I was a
bit of a strange young girl and a bit of a loner where I grew up.
Because we moved around a lot, I would go to a new place and have
the opportunity to reinvent myself and kind of hide who I was before.
When I was 12, 13, 14, is when I started to get interested in creepy
things. Those were like the hardest years; that was when things started
to turn in my life, in my family.

I was drawn to the Ouija board, and reading horror on my parents'
bookshelf, and scaring myself, and wishing I was a witch. I think it was
because it was cathartic. It was a way to escape the reality of what was
happening in my life and my family and at school - and to slip into a
place where my fears are a tangible thing that I can say that I'm afraid
of. ‘I'm afraid of this ghost speaking to me through the Ouija board.’ I
could turn my attention to that. And there is a safety in that.

I think that's why, especially in YA, these kind of stories are so
important. There are so many readers who need this kind of cathartic,
frightening place to be with their fears in the world of a story, and take
their mind away from what might be very frightening in their real life
that might be harder to face.

EY: We’re talking about emotional wellbeing, and I feel like all of
us have been experiencing a lot of burnout this year and a half.
How has that been for you?

NRS: When the pandemic started to hit, I was working on nishing the
draft of a book that I was to be turning in. I just got so shaken up by
everything happening in the world that I was unable to work on it. I
basically lost a year.

Then, in the spring of 2021, I really got on re with my writing, and I felt
so inspired out of nowhere. It kind of turned my world upside down
and it made me have to re-start the book in a way, so I was able to write
the draft then.

I've also been writing short stories. A lot of the short stories are kind of
horror tinged, or there's something eerie or creepy going on in them,
which might be a re ection of the world.

A while ago, when I used to live in New York, my previous city, I was
part of an in-person workshop where we would get prompts and write
on the spot. Then I moved away, and I wasn't able to be part of that,
but something the pandemic brought back is people being able to
meet from all over. So suddenly, a few of us from that workshop started
a Zoom meeting. In that workshop, I started to write these little short
stories. I’d take whatever the prompt was, and it always turned into
something frightening. I couldn't just write like, a nice scene. There was
always something monstrous or terrifying in it. I think that was just my
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outlet for the pandemic.

For anyone who is still feeling stuck, I think that's something that these
times have opened up, which is a way for writers and people to
connect from afar. That brought some writing back into my life. And
then also the idea of writing what scared me, because I was scared, you
know? That's what I've been doing. So I am now writing much more much, much more.

EY: Can you tell us anything else about the projects you're working
on right now?

NRS: I’m working on the novel, and it's a YA novel. It is not a ghost
story. I know this is shocking. I consciously told myself, ‘You've written a
few things that have ghosts in them, and you need to try and push
yourself and not fall back on what you always would fall back on.’ So
every time I would be working on the book and I'd be like, ‘Oh, but I
could just do a ghost!’ Then I’d say, ‘No. No ghosts.’ There is kind of a
magical place in the story. But beyond that, it's realistic.

I can't say any more than that, mostly because I'm at the early stages of
what the book could become with my editor, so it could change.
Wouldn't it be funny if it comes out and there's a ghost in it? And you’ll
be like, but you said!

EY: But we don’t know the title of it, so you could just be like, oh,
that’s a different one.

NRS: [Laughs] That’s so true! So that’s the novel. Then I've been
working on these short stories. I do have some ideas for what I might
want to do with them, but as I've said, they started as a way of getting
through these dif cult times, like a coping mechanism for me, but they
felt so alive when I was writing them. It would be the feverish kind of
writing where you're just thrown into it, and your mind is racing faster
than your ngers.

And I'm allowing myself to have as many ghosts as I want in these
stories.

Nova’s Favorite Ghost Stories
The Haunting of Hill House by Shirley Jackson: “The reason I love
that book so much is because I feel like it gives us the fear before
you see anything frightening.”
Mariana Enriquez short stories (Dangers of Smoking in Bed): “Her
horror is raw and uncomfortable and terrifying to me.”
“Mothers, Lock Up Your Daughters Because They Are Terrifying”
by Alice Sola Kim: “The ghost of a birth mother comes back to
claim her lost daughters… This wild story has been a huge
in uence on my writing lately.”
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Eva Moves the Furniture by Margot Livesey: “This actually isn't
scary, but this is one of my favorite ghost stories, and it has been
for a very long time. It’s this beautiful story of this young girl in
Scotland whose mother died. What she calls ‘The Companions’ are
these ghosts who have followed her and watched her, her whole
life, who she thinks also knew her mother.”

EY: Have you ever seen a ghost?

NRS: Yes, I think. There are two different stories. I’ll tell the one about
when I was staying at a place that we both have in common.

When I was teaching at Vermont College of Fine Arts, staying in a small,
old house where faculty would stay, I had a room upstairs. This was
during a residency that was pretty early on in my teaching in this
program. I had a lecture coming up and I was extremely nervous. I was
having trouble sleeping.

I remember I was in the bed. And I looked toward where the doorway
is, and where the end of the bed is. A man was in my room. The man
had white hair. It was kind of glowing. He was leaning over, looking at
me. In the moment that it was happening, it wasn't frightening because
it felt like he was just checking, ‘Is this person, okay? Who is this person
in the bed?’

But of course I am frightened about everything. I sat up and screamed.
I am shocked that the person staying near me didn’t hear. I turned on
the light. There was no one in the room. The door was locked. It's not
like anyone had wandered in to look at me.

I turned the light off again. I remember feeling like there was
something at the end of the bed. So then I was like, I'm just going to
sleep with the light on all night.

I later found out that the campus had been once used as a Civil War
hospital for wounded soldiers. I think that the house that I was in may
have been where the doctors would stay. Someone told me this
afterwards. I absolutely did not know ahead of time.

When I think about it, I know I was very tired. I was having a hard time
sleeping. I probably just saw a ash of light and it looked like glowing
white hair. You know what I'm saying? Like, your imagination can
absolutely put the pieces together. But when I heard the story of what
the house had been and the hospital on the campus, I thought, ‘Oh my
goodness, maybe that's something that happened.’

EY: Yeah!

NRS: I don't even know if I should tell this last part of this story because
it's so silly, but I'm going to tell you.

At the end of the residency, I was afraid that I had seen this ghost, but I
was just telling myself, ‘You were just half asleep, you were delirious, it's
nothing.’

I was packing up to go home. I had my mess of the room all laid out,
trying to stuff everything back into my suitcase, because I had a very
early shuttle the next day. And I had a very speci c kind of tea that I
drink in the morning. It's a Jasmine tea that I would buy from a tea shop
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across the street where I used to live. I would only drink that in the

morning, so I wanted to have it ready for me when I had to get up at
like four in the morning.

I went to sleep. My suitcase was all packed and zipped and everything
was set. I realized, in my sleep, oh, no, I packed all the tea in the
suitcase. And I wondered, should I get up?

photo credit: Erik Ryerson

This is the weirdest thing. I was holding the pillow, and under the
pillow, my hand was in a st. I rolled over. [Laughs.] No one's going to
believe me. I opened my st and there was a bag of my Jasmine tea in
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my hand.

And I was like, ‘What the...?’ So in my mind, very late at night, I told
myself it's the ghost. The ghost was caring for me and knew that I
wanted my tea and put it in my hand. Now I'm laughing about it. I
probably like, in my sleep, I don't even know, had the tea and just
forgot about it and then woke up.

But I told myself, ‘See, the ghost is not harmful. The ghost wants me to
be okay.’

EY: It seems like a very Doctor Ghost to thing to do. I hope that it is
a Doctor Ghost who takes care of the people now who stay in the
rented spaces of his previous hospital.

NRS: I know. So every time I went back to campus, after that rst
semester, I would always ask to stay in that speci c room. People would
say, ‘I thought you saw a ghost, what's wrong with you?’ And I said, no,
it's okay. I need to be in that room because I just felt safe in that room. I
never was scared in that room ever again.

Sometimes, a story like that is a little bit of a comfort.
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We sat on the edge of the stage, staring out into the
auditorium. She hadn’t given her name, but she was dressed in the
uniform of an usher, and her smile was the smile of a thousand leading
ladies.
“Do you know why they call it a ghost light?” she asked. I’d
expected her voice to echo, but instead it came out soft and muf ed,
as if there was too little of it to accommodate all the vast empty space
in front of us.
She nodded to the light on the edge of the stage - little more
than a tall thin stick with a bulb on the end, like a lamp without a lamp
shade. It was the only light in the entire theatre, and it cast an eerie
white glow across the rst row of seats, so that the rows behind it
appeared to trail off into eternity.
“It’s to stop the theatre from acquiring any new ghosts,” she
said. “Prevents anyone from stumbling off the stage and-” she mimed
tumbling off into the darkness. “-y’know.”
“That’s awful!” I gasped.
“But apt, don’t you think?”
We sat in silence, our feet dangling over the orchestra pit.
“. . .It’s also said to attract ghosts,” she added, after a time.
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“Supposedly they’re drawn to it. Like moths.”

I glanced up at the glow, imagining a sea of faces pressing out
of the darkness, their eyes wide, their mouths agape, pulled there by
the Ghost light.
“Why?” I asked.
“Because theatre ghosts were once theatre people,” she said.
“And sometimes they want to perform.”
I stared at her then, in her unfamiliar uniform and her unfamiliar
face, and she ashed me another smile, sweeter this time; not so much
the sun as the moon, silvery in the soft white gloom. She was solid, so
very solid. And so very sure of herself. As if she had seen all this before,
and would see it again before her time was up.
“Is that why you’re here?” she asked gently. “To perform?”
I stared at my hands. “...I remember when it was just candles,” I
murmured. “None of these lights and mechanics. Just candles.”
“It’s still the same stage.”
I nodded. Swallowed back a lump. “Does it really attract
ghosts?” I asked. “The Ghost light?”
She was silent for a long time, watching me. “No,” she said at
last. “I think it lights the way. Like a lighthouse in a turbulent sea. I think
it guides you home.” She stood, her eyes shining under the glow of the
Ghost light, and offered me her hand. Just her and me, and the only
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light in the world. “Come on,” she said softly. “I’ll be your audience.”
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In a fertile valley beside a pleasant stream, there lived a girl and
her six brothers. They lived not richly but happily, and birdsong
crowned the hills where they took their goats to pasture.
One day, her eldest brother was weeding the garden. He stood
up to stretch, put a hand to his head, and fell down. Dead.
As the rest of her brothers mourned, the girl packed a bag with
three rounds of cheese and three apples. “I am going to see Death,”
she told them. “I’ll come back soon.”
The girl set off, up to the peak of the highest hill, almost a
mountain, where there was an outcrop of bare stone. Not even lichen
grew there. The girl walked all the way around the outcropping, and
when she got back to where she started, there was a cave. She went in.
The cave went downward for a long time, and the girl ate one
of the apples and one of the cheeses. Then she came to a vast lake.
There was a skiff, and she took up the pole and began to make her way
across it. She poled for a very long time before she reached the shore.
She ate the second apple and cheese round there before continuing
on her way.
The lakeshore gave way to a forest, but the trees were all made
of bones, with mushrooms for leaves and watery eyes blinking in the
hollows. She crunched through nger bones like twigs until she came
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to a little house.

When she knocked on the door, someone called for her to
come in. The voice was neither high nor low, neither welcoming nor
threatening. She pushed on the door and went inside.
There was Death, cloaked and seated at a small table.
“Hello,” she said. “I’ve come to ask you to return my brother to
life.”
“Sit,” Death said.
The girl sat.
“What have you brought me?”
The girl dug into her bag and brought out the apple, its ruddy
glow like sunrise. She put it down beside her.
Death reached for the apple with normal, human hands. And
ate it, core and all.
The girl waited. At last, Death looked at her. “No,” he said.
Just like that, she was at the mouth of the cave.
When she got back to her house, her oldest brother was still
dead.
◊◊◊
The girl’s second-eldest brother was in the pasture with the
goats when he died, and they bleated over him until he was found.
The girl once again packed her bag and made her way to the
cave on the hilltop. She once again made the long trek down the cave,
across the lake, and through the forest of bone. And once again, Death
bade her sit at his table.

“What have you brought me?” he asked.
The girl placed the cheese beside her this time, and once
again, Death ate it all, even the rind.
“No,” he said again, and the girl was returned to the mouth of
the cave. She wept and wept.
Then she went home.
◊◊◊
The girl’s third-eldest brother died during dinner, falling
head rst into his plate.
The girl packed her bag with all the best foods and drinks of
her house and made her way to the cave on the hilltop. She once again
made the long trek down the cave, across the lake, and through the
forest of bone. And once again, Death bade her sit at his table.
“What have you brought me?” he asked.
One by one, the girl laid out the elements of a feast: wine and
beer, chicken and goat, fruit and cheese.
Death ate it all.
“No,” he said.
This time, when she was returned to the mouth of the cave, she
did not cry.
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◊◊◊

The girl’s fourth-eldest brother died on the roof, xing the
thatch. He fell, but the girl knew he was dead before he struck the
ground.
Once again, the girl packed her bag and made her way to the
cave on the hilltop. She went down the path, across the lake, and
through the forest of bone. She went and seated herself at the table of
Death, and took out the most precious item of her house, the medal
her father had earned in the war. It was made of solid gold.
Death ate it in two bites.
“No,” he said.
◊◊◊
The girl’s fth-eldest brother died in the night.
She did not pause to take a bag before going to the cave. She
did not rest between descending and swimming and navigating
through the forest. She did not pause after she knocked to be welcome
in. She only went and sat down.
“What have you brought me?” asked Death.
“Myself.”
Death stared at her.
“I know you have not given back any of my other brothers. I
know you will not give back this one either. So spare my youngest
brother,” she begged. “Please. You can have me instead.”
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“No,” said Death.

By the time she got back from the cave, her youngest brother
was dead, too.
The girl ran back to the cave. She ran down the path, and dove
into the lake. She swam to the far shore, and left watery footprints
among the mushrooms and the bones. She threw open the door.
“What have you brought me?” Death asked.
“Nothing,” said the girl.
Then she smashed the plates. She upended the table. She took
the chairs and threw them against the wall. When she nished, Death
stood in the middle of the wreckage, unmoved.
He opened his mouth. She knew he would say no.
She took hold of his long robe and tore it from him. She
whirled it around and around, trying to shred it. Eventually, she whirled
it over her head, and it settled on her shoulders.
She wanted to cry, but when she let out a sound, her voice was
neither high nor low, neither welcoming nor threatening. “No,” she
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said.
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When everyone else celebrated the equinox and the sun's slow
return to the north, we gathered for festivities in the swamp for the
Return of the Bones. Further around the ring road they put on
periwinkle dirndls or short black breeches and ran ribbons circling the
maypoles, but here in Cloquet we gathered the femurs and ribs that
the bog spit up.
Then we'd thread them with red ribbons of our own into
complete skeletons as best we could. If we were short one rib or two
vertebrae it didn't matter. The constructs just had to be mostly human,
bipedal and balanced. I'd heard stories from my old neighbor, drunk
on the last strong black beer of the winter, about one constructed with
two left feet. What an awkward scuttle it must have performed, what
stumbling steps it must have trod as it brought up the rear of the year
procession. Children would steal scraps of ribbon while their mothers
worked, tied them around their small pink arms and laughed while
doing jerky line dances. The way they could only imagine that death
moved.
Because the children were put to sleep as the moon crept up
through the sky. Then, after the young ones slept through that perfectly
bisected night, the skeletons stood up and danced their way back to
the bog on invisible marionette strings from the heavens. When they
reached the soft and welcome ground they stopped and stood stone

still and they sank down and down. The next year, more parts would be
belched back up from the earth.
There were different theories regarding where they went. Some
thought we sacri ced them and the mouth of God dwelt at the bottom
of the swamp. Some thought there was a system of caves that went so
deep it even spanned the oceans. The skeletons danced their way to
the fens of Ireland or even the tar pits of the Americas or the
mangroves of Taiwan. Mostly, though, we thought we put them to
some nal rest.
Like a jigsaw puzzle, like a broken stained glass window, there
were always pieces left after the bodies were reassembled. Pieces that
couldn't just be forced in anywhere. A whole femur, a skull plate. Teeth
that weren't even human and were much too large and scissor-like to
force into a jaw. An arm too small or too large to belong. One, at most
two of these appeared every year.
Alder Dame Kelpieux put them together in her barn the way
other pensioners xed up old cars and tractors. She'd let anyone drop
by and see it if they wanted. But there were too many there for even
her long years in Cloquet, even if she started her work as a child.
Hundreds of bones made a crab-like creature that had to be built over
several generations. A half dozen claws ridged with oversized canines
and incisors. Radial legs, a mix of short, long, and longer like a clock
tower keeping several sets of time.
This year I went to visit her on the afternoon of the Return,
bringing a long, forked tusk with a ball joint on its end. There was a
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socket in the giant, at skull that had been pieced together plate by

plate and the Alder Dame let me put it in place. As the pieces
interlocked I looked at the creature and felt a sense of completion.
There would be no more bones to piece to it.
Would it, too, do an alien dance back into the bog? Or was
there some other motion inside of it, waiting to be whole and free?

t e n d i n g
a n t o n i a

r a c h e l

w a r d

Getting the gates open was the rst dif culty. Peter struggled
to turn the key in its rusted lock and was forced to go back to the
greenhouse to fetch some oil before he could get it to budge. Then he
had to wedge his shoulder against the iron bars, using his full weight
against the tangle of overgrown weeds that lay on the other side.
“Yer wasting yer time, boy, you mark my words,” said Bramwell,
sitting on a tree stump a few feet away, as he unwrapped his
ploughman’s lunch from its cheesecloth bundle.
Peter stepped back, breathing hard. “I don’t think so.” He
looked up at the crumbling brick walls of the abandoned garden. “I
happen t’ think it’ll be worth my while.”
Bramwell snorted. “That garden’s a waste of space, just like ye.
Now leave it be and make yerself useful for once.”
◊◊◊
Every evening, after his work helping Bramwell was done, Peter
returned to the walled garden. It took him several nights, working until
the sun dropped beneath the horizon, just to clear enough space
behind the gate to get inside and survey the state of the place. The
paving slabs on the patio were cracked and covered with moss. The
large, dark expanse of the sh pond was overrun with algae, the
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ornamental Koi long dead. The grass on the croquet lawn was neck-

cursed Bramwell for letting the garden fall to such ruin during his long
reign as Head Gardener, and the Poole family themselves, for not
insisting that he tend to it.
The reason the garden was in such a sorry state was, he
supposed, down to its distance from Larkhurst Hall. The walk was long,
and neither Mr. nor Mrs. Poole were outdoorsy types of people. They
preferred to sit out amongst their rose bushes in the manicured garden
just beyond their patio doors, if they sat out at all. The walled garden
was considered by all and sundry as too far, too bothersome, and too
much work.
As he stood in his little semi-circle of cleared ground, however,
Peter looked down over the sweeping vista ahead of him, and felt he
understood the garden’s unique character. It was far from the house
because it had been positioned just so, on the side of a slope facing
south, so that it would be bathed in sunlight from dawn to dusk. Given
some love and attention - and a good bit of back-breaking effort - it
could be a perfect sanctuary.
Weeks went by, and Peter painstakingly restored some of the
walled garden’s former glory. He replaced the broken paving slabs and
cleared the pond. He heaped barrow after barrow of grass and weeds
on the compost heap outside the far gate. He reset the broken
windows in the summerhouse, pruned the shrubs, planted beds of
owers and even sneaked a couple of gold sh out of Mrs. Poole’s
fountain in the middle of the driveway, to replace the dearly departed
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Koi.
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high and overrun with creepers. It would take months to x it all. Peter

It was when he was cutting back a particularly dense snarl of
rhododendrons close to the pond that he rst saw the girl. A icker of
white in the shimmering water. At rst he was inclined to put it down to
a trick of the decaying light, but the next moment she was there again,
the re ection of a face gazing up at him from the depths. He turned,
and found her standing so close behind him that he stumbled and
almost fell backwards into the pond.
Recovering his footing - barely - Peter gawped. The girl was
close to his age - perhaps fourteen or fteen - and wore a white lace
dress, very prim and proper. Her pale blonde hair was tied with a white
bow, and her skin, too, was paper-white. Her faded grey eyes reminded
Peter of the opal earrings Mrs. Poole sometimes wore. She looked like
a normal girl who had been rubbed out with an eraser, until there was
almost nothing left but faint lines.
“Hello,” she said.
“Hello,” said Peter. “How… How did ye get in here?”
The girl only smiled.
“You’ve been tending to the garden,” she said.
“Thought I’d do it up, didn’t I?” Peter replied, feeling
unexpectedly defensive. “Just an evening project, ye know?”
The girl nodded. “You’ve done a good job.”
“Ay, well.” Peter put down his shears on a nearby rock. “There’s
plenty yet to be done. Who are ye, anyway? Yer dress is mighty ne for
a maid, assuming yer from the house.”
“I’m no maid.” The girl screwed up her face as if she’d tasted
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something bad. “I’m Miss Mary Poole.”

Peter blinked at her. “Well, Miss. I am sorry if I spoke out of turn
just now. I didn’t realise ye were visiting.”
“I’m not visiting. I live here.”
“No, that can’t be. Ain’t no girls living in the house.”
“Well, I do.” Miss Mary Poole cast him a haughty look, jutting
her chin, then settled herself down on the grass near the pond,
crossing her legs beneath her. “Perhaps I shall watch you work for a
while.”
“There’s no light left to work by,” Peter said. “Ye’d best come
back to the house wi’ me.”
“You go,” said Mary Poole. “I’m quite comfortable here.”
And there she stayed, through all the persuading that Peter
could manage. Eventually, feeling guilty despite his efforts, he slunk
away back to the house, and his little room above the stables, leaving
her in the moonlight.
◊◊◊
“Ain’t no girls living in the house,” Bramwell said.
“Ay, that’s what I said. But if she’s not who she says she is, who
else could she be?”
“What did she say her name were, again?”
Peter jabbed his spade into the dirt and leaned on it. “Miss
Mary Poole, she said.”

“Then she’s a little liar,” Bramwell replied, rubbing the sweat
from his face with his handkerchief. “Miss Mary Poole died many a year
ago.”
◊◊◊
“Who are you really?” Peter asked the next night, as he pulled
weeds from amongst the bullrushes. The girl was still sitting by the
pond, almost as though she hadn’t moved at all.
“I told you that.”
“Mr. Bramwell told me Mary Poole died twenty years ago. He
said she drowned right here, in this very pond. That’s the real reason
why the Pooles let this garden go to ruin. So what you’re doing ain’t
funny, I don’t think.”
The girl shrugged, and ran her ngers through the clear water.
“All I told you was the truth. If you don’t believe me…”
“I…” Peter was about to say that he didn’t, but somehow he
found that he did. “How is it that you can be Miss Mary Poole, when
she’s been dead these twenty years?”
“I don’t know,” Mary Poole said, her expression pensive. “It
seems like I was just playing in the garden a moment ago, and then I
slipped on that stone, and the next thing I knew, you were here. You
never told me your name, by the way.”
“Peter.” It seemed easier simply to answer, without trying to
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understand what she’d just said.

“Peter.” The girl’s smile didn’t reach her eyes. “I’m glad you’re
here. I think… I think I was lonely before. Why did you decide to x the
garden?”
Peter dumped a heap of wet plants into his wheelbarrow and
pushed back his hair with a dripping hand.
“Seemed like it needed doing,” he said. “And I guess I needed
something t’ do.”
“Wouldn’t you rather spend your evenings with the local boys?
Or a girl, perhaps?”
“Ain’t nobody that interested in spendin’ time wi’ me.”
“Why ever not?”
Peter turned away to pull up another armful of weeds. “Guess
I’m not that good company, ’s all.”
“You seem like good company to me.”
Peter glanced at her over his shoulder, sitting there so prim and
pretty with her hands in her lap. “Ye don’t know me that well, do ye?”
“Still, you’re the only company I’ve got.” Miss Mary Poole smiled
her sad smile again. “So why don’t you sit here and talk to me for a
while?”
Peter looked up at the darkening sky. “I’ve got t’ get home.
Early start in the morning.”
And I’m talking to a ghost, he wanted to add. Too many late
nights and early mornings, that’s what it is.
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◊◊◊

He didn’t go back to the garden the next night. Nor the night
after. Nor the night after that. He did his work through the day,
alongside Bramwell, and in the evenings he went straight home to
drink ale, collapse into bed, and sleep dreamlessly till morning came
again. He tried not to think about Miss Mary Poole, waiting for him by
the pond. She was just a ghost. Nothing real. She’d never even been
there in the rst place.
“Ye given up on that garden project of yours?” Bramwell asked.
“Not given up,” Peter said. “Just taking a break.”
“Ay, thought you’d take a break eventually,” Bramwell replied,
patting his jacket. “A break that lasts forever, like the good for nothing
ye are. Ye young lads don’t know the meaning of hard work. Hey, see
this?” He pulled a folded-up scrap of paper from his pocket. “I were in
the house t’ other day, t’ get my wages from Mrs Poole, and when she
were out of sight I took this to show ye.”
Peter unfolded the square of paper. It was a photograph, sepia
tinted, of a dark-haired girl with round, brown eyes.
“Miss Mary Poole,” said Bramwell, his tone faintly gloating.
“’Tain’t the girl ye saw, I’ll put money on it. Whoever she really were,
she’s a lying little scamp. Ought to be run out of the grounds at once.”
Peter stared at the picture. “Can I keep this?” he asked.
Bramwell shrugged. “Do as ye please.”
Peter folded the photograph and put it away, but as soon as
Bramwell went back to the greenhouse, he got it out again, carefully
smoothing out the creases. It was her all right. True, her hair was pale
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now, and her eyes grey, but the face was unmistakable.

◊◊◊
“This is you,” he said, handing her the picture. It was a week
since he’d been to the garden, and it had taken him an hour to nd
Miss Mary Poole, sitting on a marble bench inside the ornamental
maze, just as if she didn’t want to be found at all.
“Yes,” she said, in a tone that seemed to add: And what of it?
“Ye really did drown in that pond.”
“Yes.”
“So how come I can see ye?”
“I don’t know.” She looked up at him with those strange opal
eyes. “Does it matter why? The point is that you can see me. You’re the
only one who can. And yet you left me here, all by myself.”
Peter rubbed the back of his neck. “I’m sorry ’bout that.”
“Did you ever think about what I would do without you?”
“Suppose if I thought about it I thought ye’d be all right without
me.”
“If you thought about it. Meaning you didn’t.”
“Meaning… Meaning I don’t know what a lady such as yerself
would want with the likes o’ me, anyhow,” Peter said, not looking at her.
“It’s like Bramwell always says. I’m no good t’ anybody, an’ that’s the
truth.”
Mary Poole slipped off her seat and took him by the hand. Her
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touch was cool, but not unpleasant.

“Come with me,” she said, and led him up to the gate, at the
highest point of the garden. “Here.” She took hold of his shoulders and
turned him so that he was facing the garden. “Look at this and see what
you have done.”
Peter looked. He saw the patio, swept clean and gleaming. The
pond, sh swimming in its crystal-clear water. The croquet lawn, grass
neatly mown and empty of weeds. The beds of owers, beginning to
bloom in the dying rays of the sunset.
“You did this,” said Mary Poole. “You xed this garden. You
brought it back to life. Just you. Nobody else. Do you understand?”
Peter shook his head. “It weren’t any great feat. The garden was
perfect already. Just needed a little tending.”
“And you?”
“Me? I’m a long way from perfect.”
“I’m not so sure about that.” Mary Poole stood on her tiptoes
and brushed the hair from his eyes. “I think you just need a little
tending.”
Peter laughed, slightly. “A fair bit of tending, I should say. You’ll
be wasting your time, I’ll warn you right now.”
Miss Mary Poole smiled for a moment, but then her expression
fell serious.
“Well, Peter,” she said, “I happen to think you’ll be worth my
while.”
“Can you leave the garden?” Peter asked, although some part
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of him already knew the answer.

Mary Poole reached her hand out of the gate. Peter could see
right through her palm to the trees beyond.
◊◊◊
Peter returned to the garden - at rst every evening, then, in
time, just often enough to maintain its upkeep. Mary Poole was always
there. Some days they talked. Some days she simply sat and watched
him work. Through rain and shine, summer and winter, she never
changed, although on some nights Peter was sure she seemed to be
growing less substantial than ever, as though one day she would
simply fade away. The thought nestled in the back of his mind like a
cold splinter. He wasn’t sure what he would do if he came back to the
garden one day to nd her gone.
Then, one particular summer’s evening, he came by in a hurry,
just to water the pots on the patio so the plants didn’t droop after a hot,
rainless day. Miss Mary Poole looked him up and down.
“You look different,” she said. Peter was wearing his Sunday
best. He supposed she’d never seen him dressed that way before.
“I’m sorry I can’t stay long,” he said. “I’m going t’ walk down by
the stream wi’ Sam Brown, the blacksmith’s boy.”
The ghost of Mary Poole smiled in her wistful way. “You have
fun then,” she said.
“Expect I will.” Peter grinned, already halfway out of the gate.
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“You’ll be here tomorrow, though, won’t ye?”

Mary Poole shook her head. “I don’t think I will,” she replied. “I
don’t think you need me anymore.”
“I do.” Peter turned back. He had been about to add, “I’ll always
need ye,” but his words stopped in his throat.
Miss Mary Poole was nowhere to be seen.

t h e

g h o s t
k y l e

o f

u n d o i n g

m c h u g h

You are a vision of a life once lived,
the wisp of bodily autonomy leaving;
You move like river ows Gone away from the still skin bag
of meat muscles and crisp bones.
You cannot touch,
You are a vapor, a mist of sadness A veil unto the end of time.
Pulling down the air of the room
You suffocate, you strain
Pulses evacuate from your body,
Muscles - your muscles - ex and
freeze. Everything stops.
The room shakes. Time trembles.
Muscles - your muscles - ex and
rip away from this moment. Silence.
You are summoned beyond sight,
until you are just the ghost of undoing,
separated from the lost weight of your body Apart, No longer with light, or love, or taste,
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or me.

No longer warm esh,
You are not cold. You are not anything.
I feel you Creep, oat through the house like a shadow.
Like a cloud, like eternity, you
Wrap me, shroud me like a cloak.
I’m ready
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to join you.

by Elizabeth Zarb

Mary Shelley’s 1818 novel Frankenstein:
or, The Modern Prometheus has prevailed
for over two-hundred years as one of if not the most - in uential gothic novels in
history. Frankenstein not only helped to
found the science ction genre
and mold it into what it is today,
but the entire story was all
about pushing boundaries.
Victor Frankenstein plays God and creates
life, a notion that was - and continues to
be - very taboo in media (upon the
release of the 1931 lm adaptation, his
exclamation of “now I know what it feels
like to be God” was cut from screenings in
multiple states due to claims of it being
blasphemous). Beyond this explicit, in-text
example of testing cultural limits,
Frankenstein’s subtext continues to push
these limits in subtle ways. Perhaps most
interesting is the queer subtext of the story
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that is present in the relationship between Victor and his creation. Mary
Shelley - whether inadvertently or on purpose - created a main
character that is deeply queer-coded and a main “monster” that
experiences much of the same ostracism that the LGBTQ+ community
experiences.
In order to discuss the inherent queerness of Frankenstein, we
must rst discuss queer theory as a whole. Queer theory and liberation
rose to prominence around the same time as feminist theory and the
feminist movement, so it is often considered an offset of feminist
theory. However, feminist theory is not as concerned with breaking
down the gender binary in the same way that queer theory is. In her
book Epistemology of the Closet, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick explains that
a straight woman, while not bene tting from sexism, may still bene t
from homophobia, saying “a woman’s use of a married name makes
graphic at the same time her subordination as woman and her
privilege as a presumptive heterosexual” (Kosofsky 135). Conversely,
queer theory is more interested in breaking down binaries and
learning about what exists between these binaries, as well as exploring
relationships that do not t into traditional heteronormative
conceptions. It is important in establishing a de nition of queer theory
to explain the explicit differences between it and feminist theory so that
we do not confuse the two while analyzing Frankenstein.
It is not an unusual thought to analyze Victor Frankenstein as a
gay character, as there are many moments in the text that attest to his
queerness. The most clear and obvious of these is the main plot point
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of the story: the synthesis of his Creature. Victor - the narrator of this

portion of the story - does not give an in-depth reason as for why he is
intrigued in creating life, but we can infer a couple of reasons. He
explains that during his rst two years at university, he was deeply
interested in science and natural philosophies as a whole (this is
evident in his close professional relationships with both Professor
Krempe and Professor Waldman). However, in recounting the mental
milestones leading to his decision to create life, he simply states he was
“particularly attracted” to “the structure of the human frame” before
eventually telling Captain Walton - and therefore the audience - that he
“became… capable of bestowing animation upon lifeless matter”
(Shelley 76-77). We do not receive a lot of information leading up to
the creation, nor do we know a lot about Victor’s motives, but it is
possible to draw conclusions through other moments in the text. For
example, after the Creature comes to life and Victor is horri ed by the
result, he explains to Walton that “[the Creature’s] limbs were in
proportion, and I had selected his features as beautiful” (Shelley 84).
While this statement is not inherently homoerotic, it does beg the
question as to why he was so intent on picking the most beautiful parts
for his Creature, and is the Creature therefore a depiction of what
Victor is most attracted to? If so, and if we are to believe that Victor is
heterosexual (and we are, due to his betrothal to Elizabeth), why would
his depiction of attraction be a man? Still, these are all inferences, but
they add up and de nitely correlate to a queer-coding of the character.
Perhaps the most queer - and the most intriguing - aspect of
Victor’s process of creating his monster is the fact that he, canonically,
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gives the Creature working reproductive parts. While Victor never tells

comes to him in desire of a wife. Victor initially refuses to make a
second Creature, but eventually gives in and begins working on her.
Midway through the process, however, he begins to have his doubts,
one of which is the concern that “one of the rst results of those
sympathies for which the daemon thirsted would be children, and a
race of devils would be propagated upon the earth” (Shelley 214). In
other words, Victor is concerned that if he makes the Creature a wife,
the two of them would reproduce. In order for the two to reproduce,
the Creature would have to have working reproductive organs. This
may seem innocuous at rst glance, or even like a throw-away line, but
it adds an important piece to the queer-coding of Victor. Why would
Victor go out of his way ensure that the Creature had working genitals
if he had no intent for the Creature to use them? Is it outrageous to
wonder if Victor then made the Creature for his own pleasure?
The nal portion of Victor’s characterization that implies implicit
queerness is the direct contrast between his relationship with the
Creature and his relationship with Elizabeth, his adopted-sister-turnedancée. In the rst chapter of the novel, Victor paints his relationship
with Elizabeth as one that is like siblings, with no romantic or erotic
interest. When it is nally revealed to the reader that the two of them
are to be married, it seems more out of obligation than out of desire. It
is Victor’s mother, not the two of them, who pushes the relationship, as
on her deathbed she “joined the hands of Elizabeth and [Victor]. ‘My
children,’ she said, ‘my rmest hopes of future happiness were placed
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on the prospect of your union. This expectation will now be the
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the audience this directly, he inadvertently reveals it after the Creature

consolation of your father’” (Shelley 60-61). This dialogue erases any
possibility of this relationship being seen as romantic and instead
paints it as something that is done in order to placate the nal wishes
of a dying matriarch. Throughout the rest of the novel, whenever Victor
describes Elizabeth, he uses docile and almost infantile terms to
describe her. She is often “good,” “kind,” “gentle,” or “innocent;” there
is nothing sexual or passionate about their relationship. Even on their
wedding night, instead of consummating their marriage, Victor allows
Elizabeth to go to bed alone (which ultimately leads to her death). This
is in direct contrast with Victor’s reactions towards the Creature, which
are much more eroticized. The night after the Creature comes to life,
Victor describes his physical reaction by saying “sometimes my pulse
beat so quickly and hardly, that I felt the palpitation of every artery; at
others, I nearly sank to the ground through languor and extreme
weakness” (Shelley 86). The description of heart racing and high
sensitivity followed by fatigue is not unlike an orgasm, a comparison
that seems quite deliberate when put in context with the other aspects
of Victor’s characterization that paints him as a queer character. Each
time they meet after his rst interaction with the Creature, Victor
experiences some sort of similar bodily reaction, as well as becoming
entranced by the Creature. Victor’s relationship with Elizabeth is
notably absent of any sex, while his relationship with the Creature
seems to be full of it.
While the queer-coding of Victor is rooted deeply in explicit
textual evidence, the queer-coding of the Creature is evident in subtext
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and the parallels between the way he is ostracized and the way that

queer people in society were - and continue to be - ostracized. As
mentioned above, Victor selected the Creature’s body parts speci cally
to be beautiful. However, once the Creature actually comes to life,
Victor describes him as follows:
His yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and
arteries beneath; his hair was of a lustrous black, and owing;
his teeth of a pearly whiteness; but these luxuriances only
forced a more horrid contrast with his water eyes, that seemed
almost of the same colour as the dun white sockets in which
they were set, his shrivelled complexion, and straight black lips.
(Shelley 84-85)
This description is often used to point out the fallacy in Victor’s plan to
play God; he can animate a body, but he cannot make it look lifelike.
But when looking at the description through a queer lens, it becomes
much more. When Victor makes the Creature, he essentially gives birth
to it. Here, the Creature is something beautiful that he takes deep pride
in. However, once the Creature reveals his internal self (i.e. comes out),
he is immediately rejected as something unnatural. This parallels the
way that many homophobic parents care for their children when they
are young and have yet to discover their sexuality, but once the child
comes out as anything other than the heteronormative standard, the
parent sees them as an abomination. The way that Victor rejects the
Creature is the same as the way homophobic parents reject their queer
kids.
Besides Victor’s rejection, the Creature is also consistently
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rejected by members of society due to a perceived difference. In his

time away from Victor, the Creature stumbles across a family that he
begins to almost idolize. He sees them as the perfect family - and as
something that he cannot have. For months, he watches them live a
preliminary version of the nuclear family, and longs to have that.
However, he knows that if he were to reveal himself to the De Lacy
family, they would shun him based on a rst impression of who he is. It
is only the blind old man of the family that eventually learns that the
Creature is not so different from them, because he is unable to see the
thing that makes the Creature hideous to society’s standards (Shelley
172-173). This directly parallels the way that many heterosexual people
shun the idea of homosexuality, and yet upon actually getting to know
a queer person they realize that there isn’t any fundamental difference
aside from whom they love. And yet the Creature’s time with the De
Lacy family - as well as their rejection of him - deeply impacts the
outcome of the rest of his story. It is not until after the altercation with
the De Lacy family that the Creature begins to desire a wife. This
compulsory heterosexuality comes from both the only family the
Creature knows being a heteronormative one (the De Lacy’s), as well as
his desire to be accepted by society. It is not unheard of for a closeted
queer person to adopt a “beard,” or a person of the opposite gender
that they date in order to ward off suspicion that they are gay, or in
order to feel that they are tting into society’s mold about what is
“correct.” The Creature does the same thing when he demands Victor
make him a wife; he saw the way that the De Lacy’s rejected him and he
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resolved to x it somehow. He sees compulsory heterosexuality as a

solution to all of his problems because of his interactions with the De
Lacy family.
The queerness of both Victor Frankenstein and his Creation
becomes more apparent the deeper into the text one looks. Queer
theory allows us to look into the subtext of the narrative in order to
make inferences about characters, and gives a voice to a marginalized
community by giving examples from classic literature. LGBTQ+ people
have always been around and will continue to be around, and it
becomes almost cathartic to recognize queerness in the literature that
is taught to us. In the case of Frankenstein, Victor’s almost orgasmic
reactions toward his Creation, as well as his clear desire for a male
companion, and the Creature’s wish to t into a society that
continuously rejects him over something he cannot control show that
Mary Shelley not only pioneered the science ction genre, but also
created two characters whose inherent queerness allows them to be
relatable to LGBTQ+ people of all ages two hundred years later.
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Elizabeth Zarb’s short ction collection, A Meditation on Mortality
is available now on Amazon. A short piece included in it,
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Limbo, has been republished with the author’s permission.

l i m b o
e l i z a b e t h

z a r b

Being dead was boring.
For the rst year, it wasn’t too bad. I got to walk around
and watch my family as they adapted to life without me. I got to
witness them grieve and celebrate and gure out what the new
normal was. The rst Thanksgiving and Christmas, in particular,
were interesting to watch; my family kept my stocking up and
even put a candy cane in it. They took a moment at each holiday
to say kind words about me. They couldn’t tell I was there
watching, but it felt like I was still a part of everything.
Eventually, time began to get away from me. How long
had I been dead? Had it been two years or two decades? I
would be twenty-one until the end of time, while everyone else
got to continue going about their lives. I would never graduate
from college, but my little sister would. I would never get
married, but my cousin would. I would never get any grey hair,
but my parents would. I was on the sidelines, forced to watch
everyone live the full life I was never going to get. I loved them
all dearly, but resentment boiled within me,
threatening to bubble over at any minute.
I blinked and my parents were
elderly. I blinked again and my sister was
pregnant. I blinked once more and my
hometown ceased to exist, everyone
moving out of it until it became deserted.
Each time I shut my eyes, something
changed but I was exactly the same. I
was stagnant, unmoving.
If I weren’t already dead, that
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stillness would’ve killed me.

s h a r p

/

a b j e c t

d a v i d

f e y

I
<MOTION DETECTED – FRONT DOOR – FRIDAY, 1:13am>
In the night vision she is paper white everywhere
auraed pale, smoky green – a radioactive warning: danger.
She has not rung the bell
or knocked.
She just sways like October trees in an approaching storm.
Arms down at her sides.
Aware of the camera.
Aware of the screen.
Aware that I look – don’t speak – but watch, wait.
She draws back her lips.
The borders of her teeth, dark and straight as jail bars.
Her pupils, atomic white – and how they glow – in the night vision.
Am I awake?
You should. . .
II
<MOTION DETECTED – FRONT DOOR – SATURDAY, 1:13am>
Her again. The same. Different.
Other.
We make eye contact through the screen. I know this.
Connections are not without sensation.
She knows this – and she lifts her pressed-together hands to the
camera.
Open palms. An offer. An offering.

A knife – its design not uncommon – but chipped at the point, jagged
now.
A lthy blade lain across her glowing palms like a gift.
A gift. A gift. An offer.
Her head tilts to the side. Her mouth –
She drools a wide stream of shadow, gurgles, gags.
Am I awake?
You should hide this.
III
<MOTION DETECTED – FRONT DOOR – SUNDAY, 7:13am>
A quick doorbell.
A knock. Hard. Four times, not three.
“Police,” they say – and where had I been the night before
between the hours of 11 and 2 in the morning? – and did I
know anything, had I heard
anything, seen – and could I come to the door?
To the door. . .
In the sink I splash cold water into my cloudy eyes.
In the sink I make them wait – and wait –
In the sink, a knife
Its design not uncommon, jagged
Chipped at the point, stained and battered, pink rain-drops slither to the drain.
“Police,” they say.
Am I asleep?
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I should hide this.

o n l y w h e n
h i g h a n d
e l l i o t

y o u ’ r e
d r u n k

t h o m a s

We crawl out your bedroom window, leaving
behind an overturned Ouija board, crushed
lime wedges, and all our friends in hazy
dreams - and creep down to the creek. Click
& ash. The ame illuminates
your Cheshire grin, and the cherry
of the joint smolders like the dot
a question mark. You exorcise
the smoke from your mouth straight
into my mouth like a bad spirit
that possesses me exquisitely. Crucify
my brain until only body remains. My hand
grazes yours longer than necessary
when you pass me the joint.
We are so close. We are so far
from the house that we can pretend
to be anywhere, somewhere
in the future when alcohol is no longer a fuse
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and pretending is no longer necessary.

I stare at you standing in the moon light, ankle deep in stagnant
water. I stare at you without
nervous glances or breaking
eye contact or fear of being
discovered. Desire is just another word
in your mouth, and your mouth
nds my mouth - an answer
of tongues and teeth and soggy shoes
squelching in the primordial mud
we crawled out of. Our lthy footprints
stain the white carpet, the only evidence
of our breakout. You’re trapped
in my body you whisper
in the bedroom, all buttoned up
again, the door locked again. You’re trapped
inside me and I won’t let you out.
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Then you vomit in the sheets.

f o r

a u g u s t a

e m i l y

h o u s e

b e h n k e

There is only one way to ask for permission at Augusta House a séance held in the hot old pulse of the boiler room. Catha does not
want her brother to leave, but he’s lled out big and restless, and she
suspects he’ll come back if she lets him go. What is the saying.
Distance makes the heart realize just what it has to lose if it doesn’t
shore up and do what’s expected of it. He needs a break, ne. So: she
agrees.
On the day they’re set to do it, Catha wakes up stuffed,
cramped in a way she can’t ignore. Puts her clammy feet on the cold
oor and pads across the room counting each step. Fifteen, sixteen
from door to window. Three less than when she last counted, the day
Elliot announced he would leave.
It’s already smaller, she tells Elliot, who shrugs and says once
he’s gone, it won't feel like it. Think of all the others, he says: Winifred,
Desta, Rosalind, Shinichi. One by one they all left and in turn August
constricted. But they survived it. What if the house had just been
bloated, distended, Elliot says. What if she’d taken more than she
needed. What if she likes this size. What if she likes you. Just wants you
around.
She might, Catha says. But I’m not enough for myself. I can’t do
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it all for her.
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c a r i n g

A bead of sweat forms on Elliot’s temple and he makes an offer
- if Augusta doesn’t like it, if she’s resentful, well, he’ll come back. And
he’ll bring someone, too.
The room takes a breath. Now’s a good time, Catha says, and
Elliot follows her to the boiler room, where a withered tea table sits
crooked and warm. Drenched in sweat, Catha and Elliot sit on opposite
sides of the table. They’ve brought an offering, a shallow clay pot of
wine and a sliver of yellow sheet cake, which they’ve placed in the
center, and Catha has drawn up a document with Elliot’s promise to
return with another.
Elliot is lightheaded. Holds a chewed pen in his left hand. On
his rst few tries, no ink comes out. He traces the curves of his name
over and over, scratching them into the page until a blue dribble
chokes out. And then Augusta is with them. The room does not cool instead, it grows hot enough to bake a body, so hot Elliot is struck with
the knowledge that he’s never considered himself raw but he is, in fact,
the very de nition of it.
Catha, as all sisters do, has known it forever. Elliot wreathed his
window in bleeding hearts as a child, insistent that they were the most
beautiful of all the owers, and threw himself head rst into the
gardening. Augusta lashed at him, molded him. Kept him honest in his
work. She’d watched him open the letter from Mercy, the acceptance.
Watched his shirt darken, watched him pant, watched the sun prick red
all over his skin. He almost didn’t come back inside that day. He
vomited for most of the night, coughing up blossoms and vines long
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dead from the garden he’d stopped tending to earlier in the year.

Alright. Augusta isn’t pleased with Elliot and hasn’t been for a
long time. Catha knows this. But when the tea table dips and the cake
and wine are pushed away, she pushes it back. Stands and squats like a
goalie, punts them again and again toward that empty space. He will
come back, she growls. Elliot does not say a word, so she speaks loud
enough for both of them, changing the pitch of her voice as if it will
fool Augusta. He will come back, she insists. He will.
In the boiler, the cake overbakes, burns to a crumble and the
wine boils. Elliot’s skin toughens. His bones go brittle. When he looks at
Catha, he sees that she’s burned over, akes bits of char against the
table. He doesn’t worry, though. She wouldn’t stay if she couldn’t
handle it, and she has always handled it. He knows this. He knows it. He
will not let that go.
In the morning, Elliot is the rst to wake. He goes immediately
to the boiler and nds the wine and cake are gone. I’ll come back, he
says to the empty air. I’ll tend the garden again. I’ll bring someone to ll
you out.
He backs away, heads into his room, and gathers his things.
The offering was taken; he is free to leave. But guilt makes him sneak.
Instead of walking out the front door, he sticks his head out the
window, ready to climb. He is barely out before it falls on him with a
deep, groaning crack. Knocked back into his room, a spatchcocked
chicken ready to roast. Catha is in the kitchen when it happens, baking
more and more cakes for Augusta.
Elliot is gone, now, but the house has stayed big as it was with
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him in it. Catha leaves the blood on the windowsill. She tends to the

perhaps because of everything, she plasters the town with iers. Come
to Augusta. Come to a home that will care for you.
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owers herself. She aches, and blisters, and despite everything,

w h a t

t h e

a n n

h u r r i c a n e

d á v i l a

t o o k

c a r d i n a l

“Sandra? Hello? Sandra?”
“Oh my God -”
“Sandra? Are you there? Sandra?”
“I’m here….can’t…manage…for it!”
“Oh, you’re breaking up! Now all I hear is the wind. Shit! Shit!
Are you okay?”
[Crackling line]
“Are you in the middle of the storm? Are you okay?”
“I’m okay! Luisa and I are sheltering…bathroom with…dogs.”
“Oh, thank God! I wasn’t sure whether she was with you or in
Ponce. I’m so glad you’re together….How is the rest of the family? I
haven’t been able to get in touch with them either. Aren’t the phones
down?”
“Not…”
“…Sandra? Oh shit. I think I lost you. I wish I could talk with you.
If you can still hear me, stay safe, Prima! I love you…”
◊◊◊
“H-hello? ¡Gracias a Dios! I’m so glad to hear from you!”
“I’ve been trying to reach you all day! I’m glad I could nally get
through.”
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“I’m just so happy to hear your voice…How are you?”

“Oh, okay. We did better than most since we had shelter and a
generator.”
“And the rest of the family? Everyone safe?”
“I think I checked on everyone. They’re okay; as best as can be
expected, I suppose. As you can imagine, Tío is in his glory.”
“Ha! Yeah, he’s been working towards this for fty years! He was
a prepper before that became a thing.”
“Yeah, but you got to question all those years we mocked him
for his battery, ashlight, and cash hoarding. I mean, right now he’s the
only one who can buy things since the ATH machines are down. He’s
buying propane for his whole block.”
“I love that man.”
“I gotta go, Prima, I only have a bit of charge left and I have to
call my partners at the rm. We have to gure out how we’re going to
get through this.”
“Okay, thanks for calling! And Sandra?”
“Hmm?”
“I’m really, really glad you’re okay.”
“Me too, love you!”
◊◊◊
“Miss me, Prima?”
“Yeah, I just wanted to check in on you this morning. You’re the
only family member I seem to be able to reach. Jesus, Sandra! What
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are those dogs doing? Sounds like a kennel!”

“Oh, they’ve probably found some more rats in the courtyard.”
“What? You have rats?”
“Yeah, they came up from the sewers like an invading army
after they ooded. Now they’re running through the neighborhood.
The dogs have caught four already.”
“Really? What do they do with them…wait, don’t tell me. I don’t
want to know.”
“We all gotta eat.”
“Eww! So, other than your savage dogs, how are you holding
up?”
“Oh, I’m okay. Better than most down here. After hurricane Irma
Tío set me up with a generator and it kicks in as needed. You should
see the neighborhood. It’s so dark here at night without street and
traf c lights. It’s kind of nice.”
“Kind of like Vermont all the time.”
“Yeah, but without the ridiculous cold!”
“Hey, it’s a balmy fty here today!”
“Shudder!”
“That’s work calling. Please keep me posted. I’m worried about
you.”
“Will do, I promise. Besos!”
◊◊◊
“Sandra? Is that you? Are you okay?”
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“Yeah, I’m just…it just…hit me.”

“Oh. I’ve been surprised at how calm you’ve seemed. I would
have been sucking my thumb in the corner, rocking back and forth
from day one.”
“I’d like to, believe me. But what good would that do?”
“Are you kidding? A lot of good! I like to totally freak out at
least every couple of months. Keeps my skills sharp.”
“Thank you. I needed a laugh today.”
“What’s going on?”
“I don’t know. I’m a few blocks away from my house, standing
outside this small family business in my neighborhood. I’ve been
watching them put up early Christmas decorations, as if they are still
going to be in business by then. It’s just making me so sad.”
“Oh Sandra, I’m so sorry.”
“No, I’m sorry. You don’t want to sit there and listen to me cry
from two thousand miles away. Really, I’m okay.”
“Please don’t apologize. I just wish there was something I could
do. I tried to book a ight but since the airport is basically closed, they
couldn’t sell me a ticket.”
“Ha! Tío would kill you. You’re the one member of his ock he
knows is safe and sound.”
“I know, I can imagine how pissed he’d be. I just wish I could
talk to him on the phone. I don’t know why I can’t reach him. You’re
sure he’s okay?”
“Yes, yes. He was at my house today, in fact. He’s always so
concerned about me since I live alone.”
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“Yeah, I get that too. Oh! Do I hear coquis?”

“Yes, poor things. Their population was pretty decimated after
the hurricane, but they’re hardy little buggers!”
“That sound…so comforting. I’m surprised to hear them in the
shopping district.”
“Shopping district? I’m home on the patio.”
“What? I thought you said you were outside a store. I didn’t
hear your car while we were talking.”
“No. True. I must have walked.”
“Wait, must have? Don’t you remember?”
“Oh Prima, you have to stop worrying about us. We’re ne!”
“Okay…I just don’t understand.”
“Join the club. I don’t understand anything anymore. Love you!”
◊◊◊
“Tío? Is that you? God, Tío it’s so good to hear your voice. How
did you get through? I’ve been trying to reach you for days!”
“I know, Sobrina, I’m sorry to worry you. But the cell towers
have been down since the rst night of the storm. And I’ve been very
busy trying to help out our neighbors.”
“I know! I heard. You buying propane for the entire
community?”
“You heard? How could you have heard, querida?”
“Oh Tío, you know me. I have spies everywhere! How’s Titi? Is
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she working around the clock at the hospital?”

“Yes, she is working very hard. You know your aunt. But
Sobrina, I wanted to make sure you knew.”
“Knew what? Wait, I don’t like the sound of your voice. What’s
wrong?”
“It’s Sandra…”
“What? No, don’t scare me like that. I just talked to her an hour
ago.”
“I’m afraid that’s not possible…Is everything okay, m’ija?”
“Sure, I’m ne. What happened with Sandra?”
“It was the rst night of the storm. A tree, it fell on her house
and crushed the roof right over the bathroom where they were
sheltering. They were able to get Luisa out, but I’m afraid pobre Sandra
was killed instantly.”
“No…no, that’s not possible.”
“I know, it is hard to accept, we all loved her so much. But she is
with God now.”
“No, Tío, I mean it’s literally not possible. I’ve talked to Sandra
three times since the hurricane. She called me three times, and I called
her -”
“Querida…there have been no phones, and Sandra…well, I
identi ed her body yesterday.”
“I don’t understand. We talked about the dogs eating rats,
and -”
“Yes, I found the dogs today. They survived well taking care of
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the neighborhood rat problem, but I’m afraid there is no way you

spoke to Sandra. You worry so much it’s made you imagine things.
How -”
“I’m not imagining anything, I…wait…I have a call coming in
from Puerto Rico, it’s…I - oh…um, Tío, you’re absolutely right, I’ve just
been so worried...let me call you back in twenty minutes, okay?”
“All right, Sobrina, but -”
“Hello? Sandra?”
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God it feels so dumb that a freaking Instagram post could gut
me like this, but that’s exactly how it feels: like there’s a knife in my
stomach and my entrails just spilled out on the oor.
Okay, I know that sounds super dramatic, but seeing your post
really did make me feel that way. Like you just cut me out of your life
with a scalpel and burned all the evidence that we ever spent time
together, let alone that we were the most important people in each
other’s lives for nearly three years.
You always did love those stupid social media fads, ranking
your favorite bands or answering questions about your childhood
memories or sharing pictures of yourself from ten years ago. I teased
you mercilessly about it. I’d do them too, sometimes, but only for
myself, answering the questions in my head as I scrolled through my
Feed, never posting them on the internet for everyone to see and
judge. Does my chemistry teacher from high school or that one girl I
went to summer camp with need to know about my fear of spiders or
what I had for breakfast this morning? I don’t think so.
I’ve always been more of a social media lurker than an active
participant, and that’s gotten more pronounced since we broke up. I
scroll and scroll and scroll but I never post anything. Maybe you think I
don’t see your photos or your Stories or your status updates, but I do.
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When you share a song, I listen to it on repeat, trying to gure out how

you feel when you hear it. When you post a picture with buildings or
streets or landmarks in the background, I spend too much time on
Google Maps trying to triangulate where you are. When you vaguepost
about being upset or disappointed I wonder if you tried dating
someone new, and I hope that it didn’t work out.
The post that gutted me so bad was one of those stupid fads:
you’re supposed to share ve pictures to show all your internet friends
how your last ve years have gone. When I started seeing them pop up
on my Feed I knew you wouldn’t be able to resist joining in, and I
checked your pro le every hour or so to make sure I didn’t miss it. Our
lives were so inextricably intertwined for those three years that I knew
you’d have to post a picture of me.
My anticipation was kind of masochistic, I guess. I knew it
would hurt to see a picture of us looking happy together, and it would
just make it real all over again that I’ll never be able to have you back.
But it would be a triumph, too, in a way, to have the world see proof of
how thoroughly you used to be mine.
What I wasn’t prepared for was the agony of looking at the
photos you nally posted and not seeing myself in any of them.
I ipped back and forth between the pictures, tapping the tags
on people’s faces just to double check, but I wasn’t there. Your caption
just read, “#Last5Years Challenge! And what a wild ride it’s been <3
#friends #life #love”
Gutted.
When I was able to breathe again around the feeling of a knife
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in my belly, I looked more closely at your pictures, studying each one,

enlarging them on the screen. That’s when I noticed you must have
deliberately cut me out of your curated little online life like a picture cut
out of a magazine. I was just an invisible footnote in the photos that
made up your digital autobiography.

1. I held the camera and took this picture of you, smiling, at the
top of Lookout Mountain, after your roommate made us all get
up at dawn to hike up in the cold just so we could have a picnic
for her birthday.

2. I was your date to that wedding where you’re standing stiff
and formal with your family. We accidentally packed matching
dresses to wear and people in the other bridal party kept
asking if we were sisters.

3. I was in the audience with you at this concert, but we got
separated when I went to the bathroom after the opening act
and it took me nearly half the set to ght my way back through
the crowd to you.

4. I can tell by your haircut that this picture of you on your
family’s annual vacation is from after we split up, but I’d gone
on that trip with you the year before. You’re leaning your hand
on the boardwalk railing, and I know somewhere along that
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stretch of weathered wood our initials are carved together.

5. This one’s just a photo of you passed out on your homework,
taken by your new roommate I’ve never met in your new
apartment I’ve never been to. But you’re wearing the sweatshirt
I got you when you found out you got into grad school, and its
cuffs are worn and frayed from you twisting your ngers in
them while you study.

It’s those tiny details that feel like they’re driving the knife
further into my stomach: that I know so much about your history and
your habits, but you decided to excise me from the narrative of your
life. Well, you tried, but you couldn’t get rid of me completely. I’m the
phantom in the background of your photos, the specter of your social
media, the ghost haunting the ruins of our relationship.
I can’t stop myself from obsessively poring over your post,
even though the longer I look at it, the more depressed I become. How
could you just pretend that our relationship never happened, that “us”
never existed? It makes me feel like I’m disappearing, like the only time
I was really alive was when I was with you, and now even the memory of
that time is being scrubbed out of existence. Anxiety starts bubbling
up in my stomach, like blood might well up from an actual knife
wound.
Now I’m scrolling back through all your photos. God, you post
so many photos. Back through the pictures of your friends and your
drinks and your out ts and your cat - so many damn pictures of your
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cat - and I’m missing you all over again, just as sharp as the night you

told me you never wanted to see me again. Well, you got your freaking
wish, didn’t you, but maybe one of these days we’ll run into each other
and I’ll gure out a way to make you take me back…
Hang on, I’ve gone too far with my scrolling. These photos of
you now are baby-faced and out of focus, nothing like your current
curated look. I check the date on one of them: a few months before we
met. Now I feel like my excavated guts have been replaced with ice
cubes that are slowly melting in my stomach.
I scroll back up more slowly, scrutinizing each image. I nd
more evidence of my phantom presence in your life: You at the
restaurant you brought me to for our rst of cial date. You in your half
of the couples costume we wore for Halloween that year. Your hair
dyed with the bright pink streaks I helped you put in, forever staining
your old bathroom sink.
But no me.
Not one picture of my face or my shoes or even my back, not
one half-blurred cameo in the corner of a group shot. I scroll all the
way back up to the top, long past the time when we were together.
Now I’m feeling cold, cold and sick. I close out the app and
open my saved photos instead. I need to remind myself that even
though you tried your best to amputate me from your life, you can’t
actually erase our history. Not even if you never want to see my face
again.
I don’t take a lot of pictures. You always took enough for the
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both of us, and after we broke up I didn’t really see the point in taking

pictures of anything. The few sel es I have of us together are pretty
much the only ones I saved on my phone.
But when I open the photos app they aren’t there. A mediocre
sunset, a screenshot of some stupid meme you shared, and a few
blurry pictures accidentally snapped from the inside of my pocket.
That’s it. No you. No me. No us, like we never were.
No no no no no no
Did I delete them? Fuck. I don’t remember deleting them. I
don’t think I would have, even with how angry I was when you broke up
with me.
i never want to see your face again
I’ve memorized every word of the break-up text you sent me,
but these are the ones that constantly play in my head. I read the whole
message over and over, like it might have a different meaning the
hundredth time through. I hate that message more than anything in the
world but at least it’s proof that we were together until you sent it.
I open my messages, anticipating the familiar pain of seeing
that long block of text, but it’s gone. Our whole message thread is
gone. Every message thread is gone.
Panicking now, I check my contacts: nothing. It’s empty. No
phone number for you, or for anyone. Not even a listing for “Mom” or
“Home.” The only number there is the 911 emergency shortcut that
comes pre-loaded onto the phone. I think about pressing it, but what
would I say? The only emergency is that I feel like I’m disappearing.
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i never want to see your face again

But I want to see yours, your face and your body and
everything else. I want you to see me. You’re the only person I’ve ever
felt has really seen me. Everyone else has always kind of looked
through me and it’s been worse since we broke up. I’ll go days without
seeing or speaking to anyone, now. Everything just feels gray, cold and
gray…
I open Instagram again, like maybe I happened to overlook
something obvious, like maybe you really did post a picture of me and
I just missed it somehow. I click on your pro le but it just brings me to a
blank page that reads “This account is private.”
I’m trying to breathe, but it feels caught in my throat, like the
numbness and coldness is working its way up from the eviscerating
wound of your indifference in my belly. I don’t know who I am when I’m
not with you, if I’m not even the person who used to date you.
i never want to see your face again
What do I even look like, when I can’t see myself re ected
through your eyes? Why can’t I fucking remember what I look like?
Clumsily, I hold up the phone. It feels strangely heavy in my
numb, cold ngers. I open the camera app and ip the phone around,
the round lens like a tiny black hole.
i never want to see your face again
The camera ashes.
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The photo is empty.
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Caring for Augusta House - Emily Behnke
Emily Behnke is a graduate of The New School's MFA in Creative
Writing program. Her work is included/forthcoming in Bear Creek
Gazette, Peatsmoke, Tiny Molecules, among other venues. She is
currently at work on a novel. Find her on Twitter at @__emilyrae.

I Do Not Want To Be a Ghost - Alex Brown
Alex Brown lives in Los Angeles and is not a ghost. As far as she knows.
In addition to writing YA comedy/horror novels, she’s also the cocreator of The Bridge - a narrative ction podcast with over 1,000,000
downloads to date! Alex has a short story in Tori Bovalino’s upcoming
YA folk horror anthology, The Gathering Dark (Page Street, Fall 2022).
Alex is repped by Hannah Fergesen, of KT Literary. You can nd her
haunting Twitter @gravity_fail09

What the Hurricane Took - Ann Dávila Cardinal
Ann Dávila Cardinal is a novelist and director of student recruitment for
Vermont College of Fine Arts where she earned her MFA in Writing.
Her young adult novels, Five Midnights and Category Five, were
released by Tor Teen, and her Puerto Rican magical realist novel, The
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Storyteller’s Death, is coming in October 2023. Ann lives in Vermont

and spends her free time cycling, doing ber arts, and preparing for
the zombie apocalypse.

Ghost Light - Georgia Cook
Georgia Cook is an illustrator and writer from London. She is the
winner of the LISP 2020 Flash Fiction Prize, and has been shortlisted for
the Bridport Prize, Staunch Book Prize and Re ex Fiction Award, among
others. She can be found on twitter at @georgiacooked and on her
website at https://www.georgiacookwriter.com/

Montecito Drive - Ana Ellickson
Ana Ellickson writes YA novels about wild re girls, family curses, and
everyday magic. Her middle grade graphic novel Roman the
Renegade was awarded the 2021 New Visions Honor and a publishing
contract with Lee & Low Books. She has honed her craft at workshops
such as the Tin House YA Workshop, Madcap Writing Cross-Culturally
Retreat, and A Room of Her Own Writing Retreat at Ghost Ranch.
Follow her adventures at: ellicksonwriter.com

Sharp / Abject - David Fey
David Fey is a writer and freelance editor with Angelella Editorial. His
works have been featured in multiple micro- ction and poetry
anthologies, soundtrack compilations (as a singer/songwriter), and
chapbooks. He holds an MFA from the Vermont College of Fine Arts
Writing for Children and Young Adults program. You can nd him on
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Twitter @ghostofdavid.

The Return of the Bones – Amelia Gorman
Amelia Gorman is a recent transplant to Eureka, California. She loves
exploring the tide pools and redwoods with her dogs and foster dogs.
Read more of her ction in She Walks in Shadows from Innsmouth Free
Press and the Nightscript series. Find some of her recent poetry in
Vastarien and Liminality Magazine. Her rst chapbook, Field Guide to
Invasive Species of Minnesota, is forthcoming September 2021 from
Interstellar Flight Press.

Status Update – Katharine Gripp
Katharine Gripp's short stories have been published in several
speculative ction collections, including SciPhi Journal and Tales From
OmniPark. They are the Communications Manager for the nonpro t
National Novel Writing Month (a.k.a. NaNoWriMo), and are currently
pursuing an MFA in Creative Writing for Children and Young Adults at
the Vermont College of Fine Arts. When not writing, Katharine can be
found playing music with their fairy tale-inspired folk punk band, The
Forgetmenauts. They live in Berkeley, CA.

Halloween - Andrew Hahn
Andrew Hahn is the author of the poetry chapbook God's Boy. His
work has been featured online in Barren Magazine, Aquifer: The Florida
Review Online, Glass: A Journal of Poetry, and Olney Magazine among
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others. Follow him online at @_andrewhahn!

Death and the Maiden - Christina Ladd
Christina Ladd is a writer, reviewer, and librarian who lives in Boston,
MA. She will eventually die crushed under a pile of books, but until
then she survives on a worrisome amount of tea and pizza. You can nd
more of her work on Strange Horizons, Vastarien, The Dread Machine,
and more, or on Twitter @OLaddieGirl.

The Ghost of Undoing – Kyle McHugh
Kyle McHugh (he/they) is a trans author, artist, and educator. He writes
poetry, and young adult ction. Kyle loves pulling apart poetry, and
enjoys horror and speculative ction with suspenseful or twisted
endings. When Kyle is not writing he can be found painting or drawing.
He lives in Albany, New York, with his wife and two sons. You can nd
him on Twitter @KyleMcHugh119.

Puppet and Frederick – Marianne Murphy
Marianne Murphy is a writer, educator, and ex-puppeteer. She holds an
MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults from VCFA, and currently
creates SEL content with an educational software company. Her other
print publications include Ladybug, Cicada, and Highlights for
Children. She lives in Boston with two cats and 5,000 houseplants. You
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can see more of her work at www. amingoboots.com.

Only When You’re Drunk – Elliot Thomas
Elliot Thomas is a queer writer who currently haunts the streets of New
Orleans. He studied at Vermont College of Fine Arts, and can be found
on Instagram @elliot_thomas92.

Tending - Antonia Rachel Ward
Antonia Rachel Ward is an author of Gothic ction and horror, based in
Cambridgeshire, UK. Her short stories and poetry have been published
or are forthcoming in anthologies by Silver Shamrock Publishing,
Blackspot Books, Black Hare Press, and Orchid’s Lantern, among
others. She is also the founder and editor-in-chief of Ghost Orchid
Press. She is currently seeking a publisher for her erotic horror
novella, Marionette. You can nd her at antoniarachelward.com, or on
Instagram @antoniarachelward, and Twitter @antoniarachelw1.

The Gift - Emily Young
Emily Young holds an MFA from the Vermont College of Fine Arts
Writing for Children and Young Adults program. Her short story, What
Olivia Knew won the Hunger Mountain 2021 Katherine Patterson Prize.
When she’s not writing, she works as a freelance ction editor with
Angelella Editorial and tries to teach her dog, Fury Rose, the names of
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her toys. Follow her on Twitter at @egywrites.
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Nova Ren Suma
Nova Ren Suma is the author of the #1 New York Times bestselling The
Walls Around Us and A Room Away from the Wolves, both nalists for
an Edgar Award for Best Young Adult Novel, among other novels. She
co-edited FORESHADOW: Stories to Celebrate the Magic of Reading &
Writing YA, published by Algonquin in Fall 2020. She teaches creative
writing at Vermont College of Fine Arts and the University of
Pennsylvania and currently lives in Philadelphia.

Elizabeth Zarb
Elizabeth Zarb was born and raised in New York and attended Emerson
College in Boston, where she earned her BFA in Creative Writing in
2021. When she’s not writing, she can be found making BookTok
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videos on TikTok under the username @liz_zarb.
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